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The doTERRA enrollment process is fairly simply, the
biggest issue for most people making this journey is making
that final step into the world of essential oils and running a
business from home
My name is Steven Jackson and with my wife Anja we have
enjoyed the benefits that came with joining dōTERRA. For some
years we have taking full advantage of everything it had to offer.
Such as:
The wholesale price of the products (-25%)
The loyalty reward scheme
The money and lifestyle that comes when we sign up as a
wellness advocate
However, even though we had both worked in the home based
industry for some years we still had our doubts. This means it is
completely normal for someone to be skeptical about a new
venture, so consider carefully the pros and cons before jumping
in feet first.
We pondered over dōTERRA for a while and came to the
decision that it was an honest reliable company with great high
quality products. There is no doubt that my wife had an interest in
the oils they offered and I could see the business aspect, so
together we were and still are a powerful team.

DŌTERRA
INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this page is to offer as much
information as possible about dōTERRA, their
products and their business opportunity. From my
experience the people wanting to join this
company want to know the full cost before
committing themselves and rightly so.

Global price list for a starter kit:
United States: 35$
United Kingdom: £20
Europe: 20€
Canada: 42$
Australia: 50$

Many ask me:
What is the best starter kit to fit their budgets?
Should I buy a large enrollment kit or a small
one?
What is the best enrollment policy?
Should I become a wellness advocate or
Wholesale customer?
This is why we have a open door policy, so
anyone can call us and ask the questions I have
not shared on this page.
WhatsApp

How much does it cost to sign up for
doTERRA?
Firstly, I would like to mention that dōTERRA is a
global company, so you can purchase the oils or
run your business from anywhere. However, when
I say anywhere, I mean anywhere with a internet
connection. This means that the enrollment prices
changes depending where you reside.
The global price list is for the five main areas that
are currently open can be found below. (The
prices do not include post and packaging or local
taxes) However, if you purchase a starter kit such
as the Simple Solutions starter Kit, the enrollment
fee is waived. It sounds like a big commitment, if
you purchase a product enrollment kit, however
you will get some massive savings off of the
individual product price which is even more
savings for you.

What does the member get with the basic
enrollment?
25% off retail prices
Option to receive 10–30% of orders back in
points redeemable for free products as apart
of the loyalty reward points scheme
If you place a monthly order over 125 PV you
will receive the free product of the month
As a wellness advocate you receive a
personal website that can be used if you
would like to share essential oils with others
The wellness advocate also can earn bonuses
and compensation and create their own
income and build a business
Finally, the members receive a free cloud
based back office and there is no monthly fee

WHAT IS THE BEST
DOTERRA STARTER KIT
FOR SOMEONE NEW TO
THIS COMPANY?
This is a good question, but the best way to look
at it is, what are your motivations to sign up with
us?
1. Do you simply want to purchase the products
at wholesale and use them for personal use?
2. Do you want to become a part-time rep and
maybe sell the oils with family and friends?
3. Do you want to run a full time business with
plans to make a full-time income?
Once you have decided what your goal is then it
is far easier to see how much commitment and
money you want to invest. In addition, we all need
to consider what type of budget we are willing to
spend. So, a rough estimate would be (your intent
from the list above plus your budget equals the
enrollment kit you want to buy)
If you click on the source link at the bottom of this
guide and add your name and email address on
the form you can download a full overview of
some of the kits available and the prices such as
budget package starter kits, mid range package
starter kits and business building package starter
kits.

LOYALTY REWARDS

FAST TRACK
Benefits of purchasing one of the doTERRA starter kit as a Loyalty Rewards
Fast Track Customer
What is Loyalty Rewards Fast Track?
There seems to be a lot of mystery behind the Loyalty Rewards Fast Track, but really it is
quite simply. For example, you join as a wellness advocate and decide to purchase the
Natural Solutions enrollment Kit and then make a 100 pv order the next month you will
receive 100 LRP points and start their LRP point accrual at 15%. The bigger the kit you
purchase on the Loyalty Rewards Fast Track the larger amount of LRP points your receive
and higher the LRP point accrual percentage.

So, why is this important?
Firstly, the LRP points are depending on where you are living in the
world. nevertheless, they are worth a lot of money towards
products. The LRP point accrual percentage level also means that
you are getting more free products every time you make an order.
Note: Points will be redeemable 60 days following enrollment. If the
LRP is cancelled before 60 days, the new wellness advocate will
not receive points awarded.
Only first-time Wellness Advocates who purchase these specific
enrollment kits qualify for the Loyalty Rewards Fast Track Program.
Loyalty Rewards Fast Track enrollment orders are not LRP orders
and will not count towards Power of 3 bonuses or other LRP
benefits.
What are the doTERRA enrollment options?
The enrollment options that are available to new members are
either Wellness advocate, which is for the individuals interested in
pursuing a full or part time business. The second option is a
Wholesale Customer which is for people interested in simply
receiving their products at the wholesale price.
Wellness Advocate
Wholesale Customer
For more details about the enrollment options, click on the source
link at the bottom of this guide
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FAQ

WE CLIMB THE HEIGHTS OF THIS EPIC MOUNTAIN, AND GAINED A DEEPER SENSE
OF LIFE ON EARTH
What is dōTERRA?
dōTERRA is a therapeutic-grade essential oils and related products company that give individuals like
yourself the opportunity to run their own business from home or online and buy essential oils at
wholesale.
When I sign up, what do I put in the Enroller ID and Sponsor ID section in the enrollment form?
The enroller ID and Sponsor ID is: 930175
How much does training cost?
Generally, after the enrollment the training is free, however there is boot-camps and additional
education available at a cost, however in my opinion the support from your enroller and the online
training platform is highly professional enough for most new wellness advocates. In addition, my team
receives regular training newsletter offering product advice and business training.
Once I sign up how long does it take to earn money?
This is a tough question to answer because it is different for everyone. Some people go up the ranking
and make money very quickly and others are a bit slower. It really depends on how much time you
spend growing your business each day and how much you want to be successful.
I tell my team that even though the enrollment fee is small they should imagine that they have invested
a large amount of money. Then think how hard they would work to build their business. Remember the
small investment doesn't make it less than a business.
How much money can I earn?
This is the cool part – there’s no limit! There are billions of dollars being spent online everyday. All you
need to do is find a small slice of the pie and you can be making really good money.
Some people have businesses that earn a modest $30,000-$80,000 per year. Others grow to
six figures and beyond.

WHO SHOULD YOU SIGN UP
WITH?
Is a friend the right person to
sign uo with?

Finally, regardless if you decide to
become a wellness advocate or a
wholesale customer, you still need to
join someone who is going to help
and support you. Who you join is a
very different story. The reality come
down to the same question, what are
your motivates. You could join a
friend, but be warned from the start
that when you sign up with a friend
your relationship with them is going to
change. The expression goes, "never
run a business with a friend" and it is
so true, the passed has shown me
that telling a friend that they are not
pulling their weight never goes down
well.

Conclusion
If you have any questions about how
to sign up for doTERRA click on the
source link below and add your name
and email address on the form and
receive a FREE product guide, price
list and enrollment kit overview
asap….
Author: Steven
Jackson
Source: Sign up for doTERRA
membership for the journey of a
lifetime

So, who is the right person to sign up
with?
It is someone who will tell you the
truth when needed
It is someone who has the
knowledge to share
It is someone willing to help you
become a winner
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